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Abstract - Dental implants are highly effective for improving the occlusion function after tooth loss. However, ordinarily titanium 

dental implants sometimes require long term for the osseointegration. If there is insufficient bone in the patients, surgical pre-treatment 

such as autologous bone transplantation is required, imposing a big burden on the patient. Furthermore, a predominance of invasion of 

the gingival epithelium by epithelial cells at an early stage increases the risk of unsuccessful osseointegration. Therefore, to reduce the 

burden on the patient and increase the success rate of dental implant treatment, we need to develop a dental implant that can promote 

osseointegration more quickly and efficiently. We presumed that it would be one of efficient strategies for the quick and reliable 

osseointegration if we could control the cell population around the dental implant.  Here, we micro-patterned a titanium surface by 

using a gelatin matrix. Mesenchymal stem cells were cultured, and cell populations were investigated. On the titanium surface with a 

micro-patterned gelatin matrix, mesenchymal stem cells first adhered to the titanium and then to the gelatin, enabling cell adhesion to 

be controlled time dependently. These results suggest that it may be possible to develop functional dental implants in which we can 

control the cell population of epithelial and mesenchymal stem cells and can promote quick and reliable osseointegration. 
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1. Introduction 
Dental implants are very effective treatment for ecovering the occlusion after tooth loss [1, 2, 3]. However, in general, 

it takes long term for the osseointegration, it means the direct structural and functional connection between bone and the 

surface of the titanium of dental implants [4, 5]. If there is insufficient bone, surgical pre-treatment such as autologous 

bone transplantation is required, imposing a big burden on the patient. Furthermore, a predominance of invasion of the 

gingival epithelium by epithelial cells at an early stage increases the risk of unsuccessful osseointegration. Therefore, to 

reduce the burden on the patient and increase the success rate of dental implant treatment, we need to develop a dental 

implant that can promote quick and reliable osseointegration. We presumed that it would be one of efficient strategies for 

the quick and ensure osseointegration of the dental implant if we could control the cell population on the surface of 

titanium of the dental implant.   

In this study, we aimed to control the cell population of mesenchymal stem cells on a titanium surface. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 
 
2.1. Micro-patterning of gelatin matrix on titanium surface 

A photomask was positioned with the light-shield film-side facing upwards (Fig. 1a).  Photo-setting resin was then 

dripped on to the slits of the photomask (Fig.1b). After the photomask had been covered with a base film (Fig.1c), UV 
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radiation was applied above the base film to harden the photo-setting resin in contact with the film (Fig.1d). The 

photomask was then flipped upside down, and UV radiation was applied through the slits of the photomask (Fig.1e). The 

base film was detached from the photomask (Fig.1f), and any unhardened resin was washed off by using a cleaning 

solution (Fig.1g). UV radiation was then applied with the film in water and the resin side upward. The film was removed 

from the water and dried (Fig.1h). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.2. Cell culture on titanium surface with micro-patterning of gelatin matrix 
Cell culture on titanium surface with micro-patterning of gelatin matrix was performed as below. As mesenchymal 

stem cells, cells of the mouse 10T1/2 cell line (RIKEN cell bank, Japan) were cultured on micro-patterned titanium plates 

placed on a 24-well plate, starting at 1 × 105 cells per well. The cells were cultured at 37 °C under a 5% CO2  in DMEM 

medium containing 0.5% bovine fetal serum.  

 

2.3. Observation of cell movements on titanium surface with a micro-patterned gelatin matrix  
Cell adhesion and movement of 10T1/2 cells on the titanium plates were observed under a phase-contrast microscope 

in the time laps. To observe cell time laps migration in detail, 1 × 104 10T1/2 cells were incubated on to the titanium plate 

with the micro-patterned gelatin matrix, and microscopic time laps observation was then performed. To observe cell 

movement during the early stages, before cell adhesion, time laps observation was started in the chamber immediately after 

incubation and continued for 12 h. To observe cell movement after cell adhesion, the cells were incubated for 2 h after 

incubation and were thereafter observed under a microscope until 36 h after incubation. 

           

3. Results 
 
3.1. Micro-patterning of gelatin matrix on titanium surface, and cell population of mesenchymal stem 
cells 

On the titanium plates with a micro-patterned gelatin matrix, 10T1/2 cells, mesenchymal stem cell line, we scattered 

uniformly over the surface at 0 h (before incubation) (Fig. 2a). However, 1 h after incubation, almost no cells were found 

adhering to the gelatin matrix sections (100 μm), whereas a large number of cells adhered to the titanium sections (200 

μm), forming a pattern (Fig. 2b). At 2 h, cell proliferation was observed but the pattern was maintained (Fig. 2c). Five 

hours after incubation, as the cells continued to proliferate on the titanium sections, cells also started to be observed on the 

gelatin matrix sections (Fig. 2d). Twenty-four hours after incubation, large numbers of cells were observed on the gelatin 

matrix sections and on the titanium (Fig. 2e). After 36 h, the bridge-shaped cell proliferation on the titanium sections had 

Fig. 1: Fixing gelatin matrix to the titanium plate. 
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expanded and covered the gelatin matrix sections; further cell proliferation was observed on the gelatin matrix sections 

(Fig. 2f). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2: Cell population of 10 T 1/ 2 cells on the micro-pattering titanium. 

 

3.2. Microscopic observation of early-stage cell movement and morphology on titanium with micro-
patterning 

Immediately after incubation, before the 10T1/2 cells had adhered to the surface, they were almost round (Fig. 3a, 

arrows). Twenty minutes after incubation, we observed that some cells migrated (Fig. 3b, arrows). Forty minutes after 

incubation, some cells still migrated (Fig.3c arrows).  One hour after incubation, cells that had started to adhere changed 

their shape from round to rectangular by forming filopodia (Fig. 3d, arrows).  
                   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 3: Early stage cell population in titanium surface with micro-pattered gelatin matrix. 
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4. Discussion 
We analyzed the cell population of mesenchymal stem cells on titanium plates with a micro-patterned gelatin matrix. 

10T1/2 cells, which are an established line with the characteristics of mesenchymal stem cells, adhered more to the 

titanium sections than to the gelatin matrix sections, resulting in pattern formation. The pattern, which was formed by 

differences in cell adhesion between the titanium and gel matrix sections, was observed within 1 h after cell incubation and 

suggested that 10T1/2 cells adhered more easily to the titanium than to the gelatin. However, our finding that, after 24 h, 

the cells were also adhering to the gelatin matrix suggested that it is possible to control the adhesion of mesenchymal stem 

cells time dependently by using the gelatin matrix on the surface of titanium. 

In dental implant treatment, prompt and reliable osseointegration is the key to success [4, 5].  Dominant adhesion of 

epithelial cells instead of mesenchymal stem cells leads to failure of osseointegration. [6, 7, 8, 9]. Therefore, controlling 

the population of epithelial and mesenchymal stem cells such that mesenchymal stem cells predominate is likely to be 

effective in ensuring osseointegration.  As far, many researchers have developed surface modifications as sandblasting and 

acid etching (SLA), hydrothermal hot pressing, laser pulse, dip coating, spray plasma coating [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,16, 17, 

18, 19]. But, it has not yet developed that the functional dental implants can regulate the cell population.   

In future studies, we plan to analyze the population of epithelial cells on titanium plates with a micro-patterned gelatin 

matrix. We will compare the population of these cells with those of mesenchymal stem cells and will investigate the 

patterns in the co-culture system of epithelial and mesenchymal stem cells on titanium plates with the aim of constructing a 

system for controlling the cell population of these two cell types onto the titanium surface. 

          

5. Conclusion 
For clinical application, we aim to develop a dental implant that prompt and reliable osseointegration by suppressing 

the invasion of epithelial cells onto the titanium surface while promoting the cell population of  mesenchymal stem cells. 

This will be achieved by applying gelatin matrix at the border of the substructure and superstructure to suppress the 

invasion of epithelial cells from the gingival epithelium and their adhesion to the implant titanium surface. 
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